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Special Update! Directly Answered Prayer!!!
To say that we are beyond excited is an understatement. The short story is that God
gave us a building—a church building! Here’s the longer version: Last August, a nondenominational church decided to move out because they were paying $7,000, plus
property taxes and utilities each month. That came to about $10,000 a month total.
When we found out they were moving out, we contacted the owner who told us that he
was indeed asking for that amount per month. Fast-forward six months and the building
is still sitting there empty. We approached him again last week and offered $3,000 a
month for everything—and he accepted it! That is what we pay at the hotel for all day
Sunday and Wednesday night, but this building is 5 times larger. The property is just
under 6 acres and is for sale for $6 million. That is unattainable (right now) but thankfully that also seems to be the case for anyone else who may be interested in it. The owner
said that with all the red tape that has to be cut, if someone were to buy the property to
tear the building down and develop the land tomorrow, it would be at least a year before they stuck a shovel in the ground. Right now they have no one interested in it. Their
intention is to develop that land, but we know that God is able to give us the property if
that is what He desires for us. There is more to the whole story, but space prohibits me
from sharing it all. If you are interested to hear more, please feel free to call me and I
can share it with you. Brethren, it is exciting to watch the Lord work miracles!
Having said that, there are some issues that need to be addressed with the building
to get it up to par. There is nothing major, but when the last church moved out, they took
everything with them. The building has also sat unconditioned for the last 6 months. When
we moved into the hotel where we are meeting now, we were able to bypass a lot of
the normal start-up expenses because the hotel had chairs, a sound system, etc. Now we
have to purchase those types of things, along with materials for the building. Several
windows need to be replaced, as do a couple outside doors. We need to replace the
carpet in the sanctuary. The non-denominational church liked it dark in there for their
“light shows” so the lighting in there is woefully inadequate. We will need to replace the
fixtures that are in there and add more lighting. Everything needs a coat of paint because of the condition of the walls. Some of that is cosmetic, but with this being more of
an upscale area, we believe that it must be as sharp as we can make it without spending
more than we should. We are still working on details, but we estimate the total cost to be
in the $10-15,000 range. We have saved up some as a church, but if you are able to
help by sending an offering, that would be a tremendous blessing. Also, if you could
send a crew from your church to help out, we would greatly appreciate that as well.
Please contact me and we can set something up.
Here is our timetable. We have complete access to the building, but we do not have
to start paying rent until April 1. That gives us about 45 days to get everything ready to
move in. We plan to occupy it on March 31 and have a large Grand Opening service
the next Sunday. That will also give us time to prepare for Easter Sunday two weeks later. That is not a lot of time, but I know the Lord will provide the manpower and the finances. Look what He did already! Our people are extremely excited and are ready to
work to get this accomplished.

